INTRODUCTION
economic) liberty and that on the other hand (as the example
of England shows) vital reforms can be obtained on a
restricted suffrage if the Government be really but the agent
of expressed public opinion and not its ruler. It is impossible
to study France between 1815 and 1848 without feeling that
much time was wasted on the suffrage campaign that should
have been given to more important problems.
Two other questions illustrate this neglect of vital issues:
local government and the position of the Church, Administrative
decentralization has been discussed at times ; disestablishment
has been  throughout the century a burning  question. But
there has never been any broad creative thinking as to the
relation to the State of living groups, whether geographical,
cultural  or  economic.  The  indivisibility of the   State,  the
supremacy of its rights, the dependence on it of any individual
or association, all this is taken as axiomatic 1; it is not a field
for discussion at all. And if we move on to the problem of
what is commonly called "economic democracy" the narrow-
ness of the French outlook and the barrenness of French
thought on such issues appear more striking still.
These limitations of the French mind were to some extent
a regression; we have already stated that there was far more
speculation in the eighteenth than in the nineteenth century, far
more criticism of institutions and usually accepted conceptions,
At the same time it must be admitted that these limitations
are largely in line with all the traditions of French political
theorizing. Neither in the seventeenth nor in the eighteenth
century is there any clear statement of the rights of individual
or group against the State. We neither expect nor get any
idea of individual rights from Bossuet; but the " loyalty " to
1 See, for instance, whatThiers said as to the right of citizens to form groups
or associations: " La force du gouvernement resulte non pas de son empire
sur quelques milliers de fonctionnaires ou de soldats, mais de la faculte*
qu'il a de faire^pen&rer partout sa volonte, d'agir avec ensemble au moyen
d'une hierarchic savamment constitute, d'etre en un mot present partout a
la fois; que de laisser^a de simples individus une facultd aussi precieuse
c'est deplacer le pouvoir a leur profit et leur communiquer toute la force
du gouvernement. Ufitat est perdu pour peu qtfon permit a ? anarchic de se
disciplined (italics ours), (quoted by Louis Blanc, op. tit., iv., p. 219),
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